WELCOME NEW FACULTY AND STAFF

OFFICE OF THE DEAN

Dr. Shawn Long
Dean and Professor of Communication (Organizational Communication; Technology and Organizations; Virtual Work)

Ms. Sarah Rudick
Program Coordinator

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION & MEDIA

Dr. David Cassilo
Assistant Professor of Journalism (Sports Media and Communication)

Dr. Ian Dunham
Assistant Professor of Media & Entertainment (Music; Internet Communities; Democratization)

Dr. Mackenzie Cato
Assistant Professor of Media & Entertainment (Intersection of gender, class, and race in popular culture)

Dr. Milad Minooie
Assistant Professor of Communication (Agenda-Setting and Agenda-Melding; Media Effects; Political Communication)

Ms. Amy Cox
Lecturer of Communication (Digital Journalism)

Dr. Amanda J. Weed
Assistant Professor of Communication (Brand-consumer relationships in social media; Strategic communication pedagogy)

SCHOOL OF CONFLICT MANAGEMENT, PEACEBUILDING & DEVELOPMENT

Dr. Amanda Reinke
Assistant Professor of Conflict Management (Structural violence; Bureaucratic violence; Conflict resolution; Disaster recovery; Peacebuilding)

Mr. Joseph Risby
Program Coordinator

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

Dr. Meishan Chen
Assistant Professor (Corpus linguistics; Legal language; Language use in courtroom trials)

Dr. Ruth McIntyre Braswell
Lecturer
Mr. Christopher Martin
Lecturer (Composition and rhetoric; creative nonfiction; poetry)

Dr. Kathryn Klein
Lecturer (Transatlantic Modernist Literature; Queer Studies; Creative Writing (Fiction))

Mrs. Nicki Davis-Cosby
Lecturer (Writing assessment/placement; Intersectionality of literacy, identity, race; Digital writing; Transfer of reading- and writing-related knowledge; Writing Program Administration; Composition pedagogy.)

Dr. Sueyoung Park-Primiano
Assistant Professor of English & Film Studies (Cold War East Asian and American)

Dr. Andrew Plattner
Assistant Professor of English & Creative Writing

Dr. Abigail Alexander
Assistant Professor of French (19th-century French prose & poetry; Onomastic theory; Evolution of the alexandrine; Victor Hugo; Charles Baudelaire; Jules Verne; Gustave Flaubert; Edgar Allan Poe)

Dr. Noelle Brown
Lecturer of French (Women writers in French and Francophone film/literature; Parallels between literature and other visual media; Writing as Transvestism in 19th Century French women's literature

Dr. A Ram Cho
Lecturer of Korean (Online/Mobile learning and multimedia literacy; Heritage language learning; Culture through media)

Dr. Dylan Goldblatt
Lecturer of German (German literature, poetry, and cinema)

Dr. Akiko Davis
Lecturer of Japanese (Technology-enhanced foreign language education)

Dr. Kathryn Klein
Lecturer (Transatlantic Modernist Literature; Queer Studies; Creative Writing (Fiction))

Dr. A Ram Cho
Lecturer of Korean (Online/Mobile learning and multimedia literacy; Heritage language learning; Culture through media)

Dr. Jonathan Boyd
Assistant Professor of Public Administration (Higher education policy; Veteran issues; Representation and pay for women and minorities)

Dr. Misty Grayer
Assistant Professor of Public Administration (Public management; Law; Collaboration)

Mr. Nicholas Ellwanger
Capstone Coordinator in the Honors College and Lecturer of Anthropology

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT & INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH CONTINUED

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY & ANTHROPOLOGY

Mr. Nicholas Ellwanger
Capstone Coordinator in the Honors College and Lecturer of Anthropology

SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT & INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Dr. Jonathan Boyd
Assistant Professor of Public Administration (Higher education policy; Veteran issues; Representation and pay for women and minorities)

Dr. Misty Grayer
Assistant Professor of Public Administration (Public management; Law; Collaboration)
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT & INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS CONTINUED

Dr. Eric Castater
Assistant Professor of Political Science
(Economic & political consequences of labor unions; Political determinants and consequences of economic inequality; Impact of globalization on government responsiveness to citizen demands)

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY & PHILOSOPHY

Dr. Brian Etheridge
Director of University Honors Program and Professor of History (American foreign relations history; Honors education; Curriculum internationalization; Cybersecurity education; Faculty professional development; History pedagogy)

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES DEPARTMENT

Dr. Luciane Rocha
Assistant Professor of African and African Diaspora Studies (Genocide; Black Women's Activism; African Diaspora Politics; Anthropology of Emotion)

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE

Ms. Danyelle Denham
Administrative Associate I

Dr. Ordene Edwards
Assistant Professor of Educational Psychology (Motivation; Reading comprehension; Teaching and Learning)

Dr. Dianhan Zheng
Assistant Professor of Industrial/Organizational Psychology (Employee-organization relationship; Positive relationships at work; Employee well-being; Gender and leadership)

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY & CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Dr. Joel Crombez
Assistant Professor of Sociology (Critical Theory; Political Economy; Technology; Mental Health, and Anxiety)

Dr. Sara Evans
Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice (Public spaces and community cohesion, delinquency, and parental impacts on child behavior)

Dr. Melanie Holland
Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice (Disparate sentencing outcomes; Courtroom decision-making contexts; "Crimmigration")
DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION & INTERACTIVE DESIGN

Dr. Sara Doan  
Assistant Professor of Technical Communication (Technical Communication, Pedagogy, and Medical

Dr. Jack Labriola  
Assistant Professor of Technical Communication (User experience (UX); user-centered design (UCD); technical communication; collaboration; design thinking)

UNDERGRADUATE ADVISING CENTER

Hilary Battle  
Academic Advisor  
(Psychology (G-O) Majors)

Christine Jacobs  
Academic Advisor  
(ANTH/GEOG/GIS and SOCM (L-M) majors)

Carley Mulkey  
Administrative Assistant

Tabitha Robinson  
Academic Advisor  
(AADS/Asian Studies and SOCM (D-K) majors)

Ariel Walley  
Academic Advisor (Modern Lang. & Culture, IA (A-J) and SOCM (T-Z) majors)

Christine Jacobs  
Academic Advisor (ANTH/GEOG/GIS and SOCM (L-M) majors)